*Color accuracy is only guaranteed when tinted in quality Benjamin Moore® Paints. On-screen and printer color representations may vary from actual paint colors. Online exclusive tool.
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NEAR WALL: Windmill Wings 2067-60, Aura, Matte
NEAR TRIM: Oxford Gray 2128-40, ADVANCE, Matte
FAR WALL: Crystalline AF-485, Aura, Matte
FAR TRIM: Cushing Green HC-125, ADVANCE, Matte

Windmill Wings 2067-60
Oxford Gray 2128-40
Crystalline AF-485
Pale Sea Mist 2147-50
Simply White OC-117
Heather Gray 2139-40
Sun Washed 2169-70
Teacup Rose 2170-50
Eclipse 2132-40
Ylang Ylang AF-305
Smoke 2122-40
Caribbean Mist 2061-70
Ice Mist OC-67
Winter Gray 2117-60
Sanctuary AF-620
Twilight Zone 2127-10
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